


Dear Yim, 7519963 SA Donald Smith's call to ypu today 10/26/76 

Some of the possibilities are obvious, some not. I do take his call to be a clear 

signal of their concern, howevere They are, from their schedule that I would not accept, 

réady with exactlythe number of pages Dugan offered, only two weeks early. They are 

bucking for a good-faith mxutikk boy-scout badges 

i take this to mean they also are uncasy bet ug make them uneasier. And let us put 

some pressure on the tolerant Greene 

Our motion was on the Sth. By the time { sec you there will have been three full 

weeks. We have not had and I am sure we will not have a proper response by then, Whatever 

the legal form is, we want her order on full and complete compliance by 12/15, without 

uijustified excisions or withholdings and with effidavits based on first person knowledge 

in justification of e11 withholdingse 

I will not now accept anything less- and this is not ell. 

You will recall that while I did not expect exactly this I did expect that they would 

go over what is less dawaging to them first. This is why I seid I want to specify which 

of the Items I want searched first. I have said that pretended compliance from their 

fictional means of compliance, the FBI Central Index, is assured non-compliances T will 

not under any circumstances accept thelr pretense of compliance fron that as even token 

compliance, I'll gladly get nothing.as an alternative, but T'il make a fight of it and 

get some good out of it. I just don_t have the time they are taking and the time Green 

has taken with all the other cases.”“his is a 1969 request, hot 12/75. 

Meanwhile, I will not lose sight of the fact that there has not been compliance with 

the 4/15/75 request. 4 whatever way possible make a vigorous issue of this. They are 

trying the old chorry=picker play on us and Green is hovrified of the work she may face. 

tive her a choiee between being a judge and being foile a 

My first request was for the evidencesaid to incriminate aye That happens to be my 

most immediate nced. Iwant them to search and certify on that first, including all the 

filed offices with relevant records. Not whatever this substitute for Wiseman has opteds 

We need first-person affidavits frou evesyone on complience with the Afi request. 

Wot their rewriting of it. That they have rewritten it is plein in the record. There has 

not been compliance even from the FBL central index. They have not complied with our 

motions on the indices and 25 volumes that are Within that request.Their game with Smith 

telling you 12/75 is an end rune 
They have a new problem now? a sitting House committee. Give them all the pressure 

possible. If Green aspires to go higher, then this wil aleo be pressure on her. We have 

a good enough recorde 
p 

{am inclined to think that this is not really a very conplieated mattee. ugan atill 

had not presented a plen. His time is more than up. Weybe it is now the tine te move for 

sunnary judgement because that does not relived them of the responsibility for providing 

all they come acevoss and they do have the other requests and the House coumittee's needs 

to meete 
Whatever the deficiencies of the record it is a very good yecord, especially with 

the possibility of Congressional interest and looking into. 1 think the time to force the 

issue on all points is right now. Tere has been ho compiance with any of my requests 

gagez when by their own sbhedule all are long overduee There has been no compliance with 

any ope thing Green said. There has not been proper response to many motions. I'd even force 

the Vaughn motion now and give Green her options. If she wants that, let her have it. If 

she wints to rejecte it, the record will not support her. Their best offer, so vert late, 

is illegal and meaningless and yequires another yeare I do not think any appeals panel wilt 

sit still for that and J do not think Green will want this to go upe If ghe doesn8t Like 

Vaughn, she created the situation. et her as an alternative issue a meaningful order with 

unladylike teeth in ite : 

If we put this together we are driving the awkfward. machine. Losing is cheaper than what 

lies ahead as an alternative to an 4imediate vigorous push. Besides, we Can t lose. 

The giveaway is their fixing on the exact number of pages they promised but in half 

the time. They are worried. Let us worry them much more. Best


